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Tiger Trust India is a Non-Governmental Organization devoted to save the tiger and to 

preserve its natural habitat in the wild. Tiger Trust is the legacy of Padamshri Late Kailash 

Sankhla, founding director of Project Tiger, with the principal approach for protecting the tigers 

of India, created this organization in 1989, based in New Delhi; Tiger Trust has established the 

Kailash Sankhla Conservation Centres near Kanha National Park and Bandhavgarh National 

Park. 

Tiger Trust works closely with the state governments, park authorities, neighborhood 

communities and other organizations across the tiger reserves. Tiger Trust has a very active 

“Save the Roar” conservation awareness campaign since 1999 supported by eminent people, 

environmentalists, conservationists, dedicated students from various schools and colleges and 

various corporate organizations.   

The purpose of “Save the Roar” is spreading awareness among the young people regarding 

the conservation of tigers and their habitat by conducting talks and workshops in various 

schools, all over Delhi and Rajasthan. The aim of this program is to develop a sense of 

concern and responsibility towards the wildlife among the makers of future eras. 

Tiger Trust is also involved in long term capacity building programs for imparting 

legal/technical training for the frontline staff/women forest guards in important tiger reserves 

across the nation.  
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OUR AIM 

To save the natural habitats of wildlife; to control its excessive destruction by anthropogenic 

interventions; to protect the tiger populations in the wild and to ensure mutual relationship 

between man and animal by: 

 

 Spreading the message of “Save the Tiger Save the Forest” globally by involving the 

international student community, interacting with Indian students through joint efforts of 

various schools on regular annual basis. 

 Strengthening the Capacity Building Programs of the forest department across the 

country by introducing village community activities through health programs.    

 Creating awareness among young people, villagers, urban populations, and all stake-

holders for protecting the wild animals and its habitat through community activities. 

 Providing training and building a strong network of empowered forest staff, creating an 

effective legal infrastructure that provides long term support for tiger conservation in 

national parks and promoting an increased pool of human resources to combat 

emerging threats and challenges for the long term survival of tigers in wild. 
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Tiger Trust is in it’s26th year of “Caring for the Wild” with the single focused aim to stand up 

for the conservation of wildlife and natural resources. With all the different activities and 

trainings, Tiger Trust also carried out various awareness programs throughout Rajasthan and 

Delhi to provide awareness to students –the future decision makers for conserving the wild. 

Tiger Trust has, in the past, organized several campaigns to invite attention from dignitaries 

and higher officials addressing various issues threatening wildlife and natural resources. 

“SAVE THE ROAR” is a similar campaign which is being carried out by Tiger Trust to give an 

opportunity for students to come together and share their ideas and experiences. 

This year, Tiger Trust organized “Save the RoaR” , a 3 day workshop with 80 students from 

Symbiosis Law School, Noida, Delhi and 13 students from Clemson University, USA and 

other supporters with total of around 100 participants. The nature camp commenced from 

March 20th to March 23rd, 2015 at Hotel Siddhi Vinayak, Sawai Madhopur, in Rajasthan. The 

program included interesting sessions by the most eminent and experienced dignitaries in 

Rajasthan who are working towards the conservation of wildlife. Activities also included 

morning safaris, and a visit to Ranthambhore Fort, which was built in the 10th century, and 

proudly towers over the entire park. Tiger Trust in partnership with the Nature club of 

Rajasthan worked as co-hosts for the event. 

Mr. Y. K. Sahu –Conservator of Forest and Field Director, Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, and 

Mr. Balendu Singh – Former Honorary Chief Wildlife Warden graced the occasion with their 

presence and enlightening discussions with the students on conservation of tigers. 

The students had an interesting interactive session with these officials and were able to ask 

questions about various topics. These sessions enabled the students to enhance the content 

of their own presentations which they presented the next day that they could address the 

reality of the conservation issues.  

The students had an opportunity to attend the photography session on March 22nd by Dr. 

Sandip Sharma where the students proved to be highly talented and enthusiastically 

participated in it. The students were also taken for morning safaris to experience nature and 

build a more genuine connection regarding conservation of wildlife.  
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Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve situated in the South eastern part of Rajasthan, is a transition 

zone between the desert and Peninsular India. It lies in the eastern part of Rajasthan state in 

Karauli and Sawai Madhopur districts, at the junction of the Aravalli and the Vindhya hill 

ranges. It comprises of the Ranthambhore National Park as well as Sawai Mansingh and 

Keladevi Sanctuaries. Park covers area of approx. 400 sq. km and if combined with area of 

Sawai Mansingh Sanctuary is 500 sq. km. This isolated area with tigers in it represents the 

north-western limit of the Bengal tiger’s distribution range and is an outstanding example of 

Project Tiger’s efforts for conservation in the country.  

Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve was declared a wildlife sanctuary in 1957 and in 1974 it gained 

the protection of "Project Tiger". It got its status of a National Park in 1981. Many water bodies 

are located all over the park –Padam Talaab, Raj Bagh and Malik Talaab, the most obvious 

site in the park where tigers can be easily spotted. A huge fort, after which the reserve is 

named, towers over the reserve atop a hill – Ranthambhore Fort.  
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Ranthambhore National Park is a tropical thorn forest and semi arid region holding the 

westernmost source of population of tigers and has been designated the priority conservation 

unit. The vegetation includes grasslands on plateaus and dense forests along the seasonal 

streams. The forest type is mainly tropical dry deciduous consists nearly of 300 species of 

flora.  The majority of tree cover is mainly made up of Am (Mangifera indica), Imli 

(Tamarindicus indica), Babul (Acacia nilotica), Banyan (Ficus benghalensis), Ber (Zizyphus 

Mauritania), Dhak or Chila (Butea monsoperma) – commonly called Flame of Forests, Dhok 

(Anogeossis pendula), Jamun (Syzygium cumini), Kadam (Authocephalus cadamba), Khajur 

(Phoenix sylvestris), Khair (Acacia catechu).The park is rich in wildlife with diurnal tiger at the 

apex of the food chain in mammals. The park is also home to a good population of leopards. 

Park is rich in birds with about 272 species recorded so far.  

The park is home to a famous tigress referred to as “Macchili” which has successfully survived 

19 years in the forest of Ranthambhore and looks after her daughter, others  are the yearning 

lover called Romeo (T-6) that tries hard to catch hold the attention of her younger companion 

Laila (T-41). 

The recent increase in the tiger count to 22 with T-9 (Durrah Female) has also been sighted 

with two of her cubs in the area. Other cubs in the park that were also recently discovered 

include two female cubs of T-5 (brought up by Daddy), 2 cubs of T-8, two cubs of T-31, 3 cubs 

of T-19, 2 cubs of T-26, 3 cubs of T-11, 3 cubs of T-30 & two cubs of T-13. 
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Mr. Y.K. Sahu- Conservator of Forest and Field Director, Ranthambhore 

Tiger Reserve, addressed on the issues of Conservation of Tigers, present condition of the 

tigers in the Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve and the migration of tigers to the nearby area of the 

reserve, to the students so as to make them aware about the present status of the tiger 

population in Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve. He shared his experience and the problems 

related to anthropogenic interference in the reserve.  

 

Mr. Balendu Singh, Former Honorary Chief Wildlife Warden serves 

Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve as Honorary Wildlife Warden for more than 2 years. He is known 

as “Friends of Tigers”. He has been associated with Tiger Trust since long time and is 

renowned for his excellent tiger’s photography. He grew up in a family of hunters and gained 

knowledge about wildlife in the field. He has promoted eco-tourism in Rajasthan. He is 

specially invited by Tiger Trust to share his thoughts and experience with new buds of future 

society about the wildlife. 
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Dr. Sandeep Sharma, an engineer by profession, is a passionate wildlife photographer, 

focused the attention of his work on endangered species- Tiger. He has tried to capture as 

many as possible pictures in his camera, which indeed prove to be master piece by others. His 

love for Machhli has amazed others and his technique in photography is marvelous.. 

 

Dr. David W. Tonkyn, professor at Clemson University is a Population Biologist, carried 

out field, laboratory and theoretical research on a variety of problems in ecology and 

conservation biology. His experimental work focused on the ecology of plants, insects, plant-

insect interactions, and even plant-insect-microbe interactions. He is very much interested in 

the field conservation studies, and that’s how he with his students came to India and provided 

immeasurable support to Tiger Trust for making this event successful. Tiger Trust is fortunate 

enough to have him with us on this event. 
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Ms. Takako Sato is a consultant to Tiger Trust, since 2006. She worked for the US Fish 

and Wildlife Services at various field offices in Florida as a Refuge Operations Specialist for 12 

years. Trained as a wildlife biologist and assistant manager, she is able to understand the 

complexities of conservation on a grass root level. Currently she is living in Japan, supporting 

the Tiger Trust. 

 

 

Mrs. Shubha Thakur presently working as Director (Swachh Bharat Mission) in the 

Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India. She got selected through the Civil 

Service in 1990 and joined Government of India in 1991. And have worked in Ministry of 

Textiles, Department of Personnel and Training, Ministry of Civil Aviation, Department of 

Economic Affairs and now in Ministry of Urban Development. She has experience in personnel 

management issues, international cooperation, air services agreements and as the director of 

Swachh Bharat, she faces a challenging task ahead.  She is contributing the Tiger Trust in the 

events and also supports training programs undertaken by it. 
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Ms. Anjana Gosain, a Senior Attorney at the Honorable Supreme Court of India and an 

eminent environmentalist, is the Chief Functionary Officer, resource person, and faculty at the 

Tiger Trust. She has been associated with the Tiger Trust for over two decades and is 

responsible for all the training programs organized by the Trust. Ms. Anjana took over the 

workshops, guides, coordinates, and develops training modules, prepares training manuals, 

motivates the trainees/participants, organizes logistics for the training, and more. She is the 

author of Compilation of Cases under the Wildlife Protection Act (1972) and Ready Reckoner 

for Successful Prosecution of Wildlife Criminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Pradeep Desodya is a practicing advocate. He completed his Masters in Law and 

has been in practice for the past 5 years but has been working with Tiger Trust for the last 

year. His expertise in the complexities of the law makes him valuable in the training modules 

preparation, organizing field trainings, and more.  
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The evening of 20th March initiates with a very formal introduction about the program, and 

schedule for the next two days of workshop was announced in the Conference Hall of Hotel 

Siddhi Vinayak, Sawai Madhopur at 7:30 pm by Chief Functionary Officer, Ms. Anjana 

Gosain. Ms. Gosain asked the students of Symbiosis Law College, Noida to give a brief 

introduction about themselves. Around 80 students participated in this campaign from 

Symbiosis Law School. And an additional 13 students from Clemson University, USA, 

participated in the event with their professor Dr. David Tonkyn. All the students were asked to 

fill up the registration form to get registered and was provided with a workshop kit which 

included pen, notepad, schedule of the program, program evaluation sheet, do’s and don’ts 

and a brochure of Tiger Trust. Ms. Anjana further explained the importance for conducting 

such a workshop and also gave a brief introduction about Tiger Trust & its activities and also 

about its association with Clemson University. The program included law students so the 

activities also led them to gain a legal insight against the wildlife offences by conducting 

enactment of mock cases in the field.    

 

 

Mr. Niranjan Singh distributing resource material to the students 
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Ms. Gosain explained the importance of such campaigns for conservation approaches.  She 

further discussed the schedule of the program, rules of conduct for the Ranthambhore Tiger 

Reserve and a mock case to perform with the students. She also briefed the students about 

the park and the current population of tigers in Ranthambhore, which is 57 and in Sariska, 9. 

Total India’s tiger population in 2015 is 2026, total protected areas are 697, including 103 

national parks, 526 wildlife sanctuaries, 64 conservation reserves and 4 community reserves. 

She also mentioned how such initiatives of Tiger Trust have changed perceptions of thousands 

of people for tiger conservation. She motivated the students to participate fully in this initiative 

of Tiger Trust and join hands in conservation of the majestic species. 

 

Ms. Gosain briefing the students about the workshop 

Dr. David Tonkyn, Professor, and Mr. Louis Bregger, with his students arrived at the venue 

around 8:30pm onwards. Dr. Tonkyn gave a brief introduction about himself, his college. And 

then the students who have come from USA to participate in “Save the Roar” introduce 

themselves. 

Later Ms. Takako Sato (Conservationist and Activist from Japan), consultant, Tiger Trust 

addressed the students with her inspiring speech. She gave the talk on her personal wildlife 

experiences and the complexities of conservation on the grass roots level. She told the 

students to have hope and keep a positive attitude towards conservation and environment. 

She was working for the US Fish and Wildlife Service at field offices in Florida as a Refuge 

Operations Specialist for 12 years. When she visited India in 2006 and saw wild tigers for the 

first time, she was deeply touched. She realized Indian is facing similar issues as the Florida 
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Ms. Takako Sato addressing the students 

 Panthers face where she was working at the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge. She 

explained the cause of declining tiger populations in the wild and the awareness program as a 

key component for conserving this mega fauna. The students were deeply influenced by her 

speech and spellbound by her practical experiences of the field.  

 

Dr. Tonkyn introducing the students from Clemson University 
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After that Dr. David Tonkyn from Clemson University, USA introduced the National Tigers 

for Tigers Coalition (NT4T), and the work undertaken in the USA and about the 3rd upcoming 

summit of NT4T to unite university students from across the nation to raise their voice for 

wildlife protection. He also shared about his meeting with Pradeep Sankhla in 2006. He talked 

about the significance of “student activism” in the USA for protection of environment and 

wildlife. 

Dr. Madhuker Sharma, Professor, Symbiosis Law School, later, gave a brief introduction about 

his college and the students of their institution. Dr. Sharma talked about his ongoing research 

on wildlife protection laws and policies and collection of data for the same. He further thanked 

Tiger Trust for conducting this workshop for the students of Symbiosis Law School and Shalini, 

volunteer from Symbiosis. 

 

Dr. Madhuker Sharma giving introduction to the audience 

At the end Ms. Gosain briefed the Students of Clemson University about the schedule of the 

workshop. After closure of the orientation program, Ms. Gosain distributed the t-shirts to the 

students of Clemson University. 
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MORNING SESSION: 

Students gathered in the conference hall of hotel Siddhi Vinayak from 11:30 am onwards. 

Series of event which took place was introduced by Ms. Shalini Nair which carried forward the 

program. She briefed the proceedings of the day and explained the purpose of the event and 

role of law students as the protectors against the offenses conducted in the wild as the way to 

conserve the tiger and their habitat, which is the only aim of “SAVE THE ROAR”. 

 

 Presentation by students of Symbiosis Law School on ‘30% increase in Tiger 

Population of India’ 

At 11:20am, Ronaq Joshi and Sakshi Chandra, students from Symbiosis Law School gave a 

brief informative power point presentation on the 30% increase in Population of Tigers in India 

for 10 minutes. They presented the current population status of tigers in different states of 

India, mentioning that 70% of the wild tigers line in India. 

 

Students from Symbiosis Law School giving presentation 
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The 2014 Census used 9,735 cameras and monitored 378,000 sq. km of forest. India’s Project 

Tiger, launched in 1973, today include 47 Tiger Reserves across 18 tiger range states and is 

trying to add a few more. According to report, tiger population increased in Karnataka, 

Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The number of tigers has gone down 

in states such as Odisha, Jharkhand, and Andhra Pradesh due to poaching and insurgency, 

which makes it challenging to make sufficient measures in these states. Karnataka has 408 

tigers, 340 in Uttarakhand, 308 in Madhya Pradesh, 229 in Tamil Nadu, 190 in Maharashtra, 

167 in Assam, 136 in Kerala, and 117 in Uttar Pradesh. They included in their talk how the 

Tiger is an umbrella species, so when it is protected, there is a benefit to biodiversity, impacts 

on the food chain and ecosystem, as well as on a societal level it benefits tourism and 

enhances the local economies. 

FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION:  Ms. Gosain further asked the students about the cause of 

population decline- poaching or human-animal conflict? She further explained that from 1990’s 

onward tiger population started declining at faster pace. There are 12 priorities areas of which 

6 are in India- Kaziranga, Manas, Sunderbans and Tarai. Protected areas is divided into 3 

zones- outermost territorial zone, middle buffer zone and innermost core zone, there is also 

“critical habitat” in which endangered animals which are near extinction exist. Some critically 

endangered species are Rhinoceros, Indian Vulture, and Great Indian Bustard. Today rhino is 

facing major threat, one poaching of rhino costs around 2 crore INR, practicing majorly in 

Africa other than India. Angad, student from Symbiosis asks question to Ms. Gosain, that the 

people who reside around the protected areas are utilizing the leisure of the products for their 

personal means, so is there any law which is meant for that offence? To which, Ms. Anjana 

replied, there were various acts in the past also for such issues. There was trend of hunting 

during Maharajas time, Panna was one of the richest state, and ruler of Panna shot 100 tigers, 

so there was British Forest Act and Indian Forest Act, 1927, in which royal families came under 

government of India and Treaty of Annexation was passed by Government of India, after which 

all the animals belongs to the government. From 1901-1972, there was unstable rising and 

falling of tiger population, mainly due to hunting, so for this issue legally Project Tiger was 

launched in India, to protect the tigers and their natural habitat. It was a nice interactive 

session after the presentation by Symbiosis Law School. 

 Presentation by Students of Clemson University on “Tigris americana” 

At 11:45am onwards Samantha, Daniel and Joshua, students from Clemson University starts 

their presentation entitled “Tigris americana”, which explained about the surprisingly large 

tiger population in the United States of America and their approaches towards the captive  
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Presentation by students from Clemson University 

tigers of United State. They proposed one collage depicting various words which represent 

Megafauna- Tiger, viz.fierce, aggressive, strength, anger, passion, etc. Joshua gave a brief 

introduction about NT4T; later, Samantha elaborates about NT4T coalition. There are around 

473,000 tigers of which only 3200 are truly wild. NT4T is made up of 14 universities of which 

Clemson University was the first, it includes within it: Cubs for Cubs, Tiger Trail, Awareness 

week, NT4T Summit, Advocacy, Merchandise. There are about 5000 Tigris americana, or a 

backyard tiger which includes largest no. of population of tigers living in captivity in U.S. Only 

6% of the U.S. captive tiger population resides in zoos and aquariums. There is ‘private 

ownership of tigers’ in U.S. some of which is regulated by U.S. department of agriculture. 17 

states were allowed keeping tiger individual by registration. There is Captive Wildlife Safety 

Act under Animal Welfare Act which is designed to protect the big cats in U.S. belonging to 

Felid family. U.S. has the second largest market and illegal trading of wildlife products. U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service have connection on International Trade in endangered species of 

wild flora and fauna (CITES), under which 175 nations signed the agreement. “Wildlife without 

Borders” under this, there is Rhinoceros and Tiger Conservation Act, which includes funds of 

over 5 million dollar for conservation programmes of these species. The presentation by 

Clemson students ends up by 12:00pm.  

DISCUSSION: There was interactive session among the students about NT4T, tigers in America, 

wildlife ownership. Dr. Sushma Marwah asked the Clemson students about conservation of 

Tigers in America? To which Joshua replied, there in U.S., private ownership is practicing, 

after which the population of tigers in captivity is around 5000, in this way they have successful  
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In conserving these Megafauna. Ms. Gosain questioned the students from U.S. about the state 

having large population of tigers in captivity? Texas is having large no. of tigers in captivity. Mr. 

Madhuker Sharma asked about the importance of ‘tiger ownership’ in U.S.? It is because 

historically there were no laws against it, so they have not been considered until now and the 

NT4T is trying to address this issue domestically, Joshua replied.  Mrs. Shubha Thakur asked 

what NT4T is doing for conservation? Samantha answered to make a campaign to educate 

people, not just writing articles in the newspaper, but also reaching out to the rural population 

to create more awareness about captive tigers and about its wild ones as well. Then 

afterwards Dr. Tonkyn detailed the audience about the role of NT4T in colleges and schools. 

Meanwhile, Women Forests Guards of Rajasthan arrived, Ms. Gosain Welcomed them, all 

these forests guards were employed 2 years ago in Rajasthan Forest Department. 

Shalini welcomed Mrs. Shubha Thakur, Director, Swachh Bharat Mission, for her talk on 

“Sanitation and Environment” b y 12:20pm onwards.  

 Talk by Ms. Shubha Thakur on ‘Sanitation and Environment’ 

A very informative speech was given by Ms. Shubha Thakur on Sanitation, Solid Waste and 

Waste to Energy. Mrs. Thakur explained both in English as well as Hindi (for women forests 

guards).   

 

Ms. Shubha Thakur talks on ‘Sanitation & Environment’ 
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 She started with the launching of “Swachh Bharat Mission” by Hon’blePrime Minister Shri 

Narendra Modi on 15th August, 2014 to starts from 2nd October onwards. India loses over USD 

54 billion of India’s GDP per year due to inadequate sanitation.  She explained the importance 

of proper sanitation as the measure to protect the environment. Sanitation and environment 

are correlated and directly poor sanitation has an adverse effect on the environment. Poor 

sanitation and hygiene are responsible for over 200,000 deaths per year in India and over 18% 

urban households in India lacks individuals toilets. India needs 1,240 ha of additional precious 

land every year to contain untreated solid waste. Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Minister of 

Urban Development, declare Swachh Bharat Mission a Jan Andolan by creating Awareness, 

developing Swachh infrastructure and ensuring Behavioral change to promote good 

hygiene practices. Total costs of this project costs around 62,009 crore, which includes 

construction of 2.52 lakh public toilets, 2.56 lakh community toilet seats, household toilets for 

1.2 crore urban households and scientific disposal of solid waste in urban bodies.  Thermal 

processing of waste can process upto 90% (volume) & 75% (weight) of solid waste. India has 

8 waste Energy plants. There are several Sanitation, Renewable Energy and Waste 

Management Policies: 

The Electricity Act, 2003, The Tariff Policy,2006, CERC Regulation,2012, ,Municipal Solid 

Waste (Management and Handling) Rule,2000, National Mission on Sustainable Habitat,2008, 

National Urban Sanitation Policy,2008, 12th Five Year Plan (2012-17), Hazardous Waste 

(Management, Handling and Transboundary Movement ) Rules,2008. 

DISCUSSION:  Ms. Gosain asked the students how sanitation and tigers connect. To which 

students replied improper sanitation leads to transmission of diseases through vectors and 

habitat fragmentation of the forest, which affects the wildlife as land require for filling of the 

land. She then asked all the students to make a vow to do something to change in their own 

behavior that will make a change for a “culture of change”. 

 Interactive session with Frontline Forest Staff 

After the closure of introductory lecture, Students of Symbiosis Law School had an interactive 

session with the Frontline Forest Staff and also with the students from Clemson University. 

Eight women forests guards from Sawai Madhopur division had visited hotel Siddhi Vinayak to 

attend the workshop. Students shared their ideas among themselves, and asked many 

questions from the Women Forest Guards about the offences in the area, and all the legal 

procedure and aspect they practice against such offences. Ms. Anjana Gosain asked the same 

question to Ms. Aarti, women forests guard how sanitation and environment are interlinked and 

translated it in Hindi for the convenience of them. Ms. Aarti narrated one of the incidence 

related to this, when tiger had autopsy, and a polythene bag came out from his stomach. There 
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are large numbers of incidents related to littering in villages, in and around the national parks. 

Some women forest guards are assigned as beat officer and the fine the offender for littering in 

the national park. Poor sanitation affects the ecosystem of the forest and harms the wildlife. 

Each women forest guard introduced themselves. 

 

 

Women Forest Guards from Sawai Madhopur Division 

 

Aarti is in the flying squad in the tiger monitoring cell. The students were very concerned about 

the villages inside the tiger reserve and keen to know the legal perspective of a situation where 

a resident of the tiger reserve commit some kind of offences  and how wildlife law comes into 

practice for such cases. Ms. Gosain explained that number of conviction rates is dismal and 

also about the capacity building workshop undertaken by Tiger Trust for the women forest 

guards in order to make the conviction rates go up. 

 Mr. Arun Sharma, Conservator of Forest arrived around 1:00pm at the venue. He posts as 

range officer, trained by Ms. Anjana Gosain. Approx. 80% offenders in the forests are women. 

Women forests guards are provided only with the sticks, no ‘fire arms’. They have to work from 

9am to 7pm, if the works exceeds they have to stay for long. Cutting of trees and poaching are 

the major offence in the park, and there is 7 years jail for poaching. Recently 3 women 

accused sent to Bharatpur. Forest guards to high officials, all have same power. 
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Mr. Arun Sharma, Conservator of Forest during the session 

These women forests guards are aware of technology – computers, wildlife headsets, 

cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS) and use the same while patrolling, railing and 

during duty as flying squad. Mr. Arun Sharma explained how these women forests guards help 

in the work and proved to be very supportive during the field work. There is 30% reservation 

for women in the forests department. Killing of wild animal in self defense in the forests is not 

considered as offence by everyone. He shared that awareness is the key to improving the 

situation for conservation so it is important to be able to communicate well.  

Later Ms. Gosain welcomed and introduced Mr. Ranjan Thakur. He is an engineer by 

profession and nature- lover. 

 

 

Mr. Ranjan Thakur sharing his thoughts about wildlife 
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 Student’s visit to Ranthambhore Fort 

Students had a short trip to Ranthambhore Fort accompanied by the canters at 3:30 pm. There 

were 3 canters for the students, at the end of the tour, close to the exit, one canter was 

fortunate enough to spot the T-19 tigress with a half-eaten prey in her mouth and her 2 cubs. 

So there was quite a chaos, because of that sighting of the tiger, as it was the closing hours of 

the park and all the visitors were leaving the park from one exit road. 

The students were impressed by the historical fort and scenery around the forts.Ranthambhore 

Fort is one of the 6 forts included in World Heritage Site inscription Hill Forts of Rajasthan (in 

North India) are an UNESCO World Heritage Site; 

 Chittorgarh Fort,  
 Kumbhalgarh Fort, 
 Ranthambhore Fort, 
 Gagron Fort, 
 Amber Fort, and 
 Jaisalmer Fort. 

 

Ranthambhore Fort, Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve Sawai Madhopur 
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The forts are mainly based in the Aravali range and were built between 5th and 17th to 18th 

centuries A.D. Ranthambhore Fort lies within the Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, situated near 

the town of Sawai Madhopur. It is the former hunting ground of the Maharajas of Jaipur before 

Independence. The fort is known for the glory and valor of Hammir Dev of Chauhan dynasty. 

Inside Ranthambhore Fort there are three Hindu temples dedicated to Ganesha, Shiva and 

Ramlalaji constructed in 12th and 13th centuries from red Karauli stone. There is also a Jain 

temple of Lord Sumatinath (5th Jain Tirthankar) and Lord Sambhavanath.  

Ranthambhore Fort covers the entire top of a hill. It got its name from 2 adjoining hills- Rann 

and Thambhore. It lies on Thambhore Hill overlooking Rann. The wall of fort is about 7km in 

length and area of entire fort is 4 sq. km. The fort includes within it old ruins, palaces, temples, 

cenotaphs, step-wells and houses. The fort is divided into western and eastern part, latter is 

nearly wild. Approach to fort lies through a narrow valley, had 4 fortified gateways. The 

Misradhara Gate, ruined building inside include Hammir’s court, Badal Mahal, Dhula Mahal 

and Phansi Ghar. The Ganesha temple lies close to main entry gate to fort. There is also small 

perennial stream called Gupt Ganga flows in this part of fort. 

EVENING SESSION: 

At 7:10 pm onwards everyone assembled at the Conference hall of Hotel Siddhi Vinayak. Ms. 

Gosain asked the students about their reaction on seeing the tiger for the first time. The 

reaction was really loud, created havoc at that situation, which is the offense in the park, which 

she jokingly pointed. Further Ms. Anjana Gosain gave the instructions about the mock case 

and field study, do’s and don’ts in the reserve. She also shared her experience when she saw 

the tiger for first time, and later saw the same tiger being killed by the forest officials because it 

was considered to be man eater there, and for the first time Ms. Gosain realized that it is 

pointless to kill the tiger or destroy the nature and wildlife. 

Ms. Takako ask the Clemson students to recite cheering song for the tigers- 

1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4-C-L-E-M-S-O-N- T-I-G-E-R-S-fight tiger-fight tiger- fight-fight-fight!!!!! 

Later, Ms. Gosain recites the slogan of “SAVE THE ROAR” with everyone- 

SAVE THE TIGER!!! SAVE THE FOREST!!! 
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 Talk by Mr. Balendu Singh, Former Wildlife Warden, Ranthambhore Tiger 

Reserve 

The Former Wildlife Warden, Mr. Balendu Singh arrived at the venue at 7:30pm. He promotes 

eco-tourism in state of Rajasthan, and is famous as “Friends of Tiger”. He started his talk with 

a hearty “Thank You” to the students gathering and for the work T4T is doing in the USA. It is 

vital that youth be involved with this effort to save animals and save our natural resources! His 

experiences in the forest and his passion for tigers started many years ago, as did the Tiger’s 

struggle to find habitat. Being an excellent photographer he also mentioned some of his very 

precious moments with the tigers when he was able to acquire few of the best pictures in his 

collection of tigers. He also detailed the students about Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve and 

present population status of tigers in India. Seventy years ago, 70% of Indian land mass is 

covered under forest, approx. 1/3rd of U.S but now at present, it has dwindled down to only 

20% being natural and India’s population is nearly 1.3 billion. 

 

 

Mr. Balendu Singh adressing the students, and Dr. David Tonkyn 

In that time, we have lost the Asiatic Cheetah, which was last seen in 1950s. First national 

park in India is Corbett National Park; its earlier name was Hailey National Park, suggested by 

Mr. Niranjan Singh. Population of Tiger falls down to 1500 when Project Tiger launched in  
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India in 1972, headed by Mr. Kailash Sankhla. There was 28 National Park which is to be 

considered as Tiger Reserves by National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA). In 1857, 

Mughal Empire was captured by British rule, and East India Company took over the Indian 

forests, there was era of ‘colonization’ and connectivity through railways and telegram was 

established. So many trees were cut down in need of telegraph poles and lost so many 

habitats at that time. Not only were those, during 1840-1905, poachers bound to Rs. 10 for 

each tiger shot and more than 85,000 tigers were shot. 

In1972 instead of hunting, people go for safaris which created awareness, and as a result 

wildlife tourism is promoted. In 2012, there were 800 routes which crossed 2500 now for tiger 

citation. Mr. Singh explains positive impact of eco-tourism and delivered that responsible 

tourism should be encouraged in the people sensitive area; he also promoted education and 

traditional employment. It was found in a study that for every 1$USD tourists used, it would 

multiply by 9 in the local community – supporting goods and services movement and improve 

the standard of living for many people. He explained the double edged sword of responsible 

tourism vs. ecotourism without restraint. It is thought education and responsible tourism that it 

becomes a powerful tool to protect wildlife. 

The students were deeply engrossed by the various speeches of Guests of honors and had 

very interesting interactive session with all the officials of forest. Being able to make queries 

regarding the wildlife offences was very helpful in understanding the situation.. 

 

 Talk by Mr. Y. K. Sahu, Conservator of Forest and Field Director, 

Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve  

Conservator of Forest and Field Director, Mr. Y. K. Sahu arrived at the venue around 8:00 pm. 

Mr. Sahu asked the audience about the chaos which was created by them when tiger t-19 with 

her two cubs was spotted near the roadside at the exit if the reserve and was a bit 

disappointed with this situation. And further asked the student what measures is to be taken 

while facing such incidents. Mr. Singh and Mr. Sahu also informed about their citation of the 

male tiger t-24 on the very same afternoon and suggest some points while observing the tiger 

in the wild. Further asking what solutions they propose – and some suggested a time limit to 

watching one tiger and moving on, so others can have fun. 
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Mr. Y.K Sahu briefing the participants 

As the tiger is surviving in Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve with dry and hot climate, considered 

to be peculiar landscape hence such anthropogenic disturbances can effects the natural 

surroundings of this megafauna. Here in Ranthambhore there is lot of biodiversity and 6 cat 

species found in this area belonging to family felid and 2 large cats, one rare species – tree 

spotted cat, smallest cat.Humans unknowingly creating problem for the tiger and their habitat 

by interfering in their territory. The human population which is residing in villages, has grown 

by three times around the park have, affecting the ecology of the forest by wood cutting, cattle 

grazing, and other anthropogenic disturbances. Habitat encroachment and fragmentation of 

tiger’s landscape occurs as growing population are opting for agriculture, into the land which 

covers the vegetation on the outer skirts of the park. Mr. Sahu further detailed, for any species 

sustainable utilization of the resources is suggested for minimal viable population to increase 

its count. And as tigers are moving towards nearby areas, there is problem of genetic 

imbalance, as gene flow is very slow in tigers. Some male tiger moves out from its territory to 

other area and if reproduces there, cross fertilization takes place which results in gene transfer 

as it is a slow process. Tiger population dynamics is complicated for two main reasons – 

territorial behavior, and isolated behavior. Dominant male like to hold their territory, pushing 

out the young tiger. Female tiger also tries to displace her mother. 

Project Tiger started in 1973 and is still under process, initially included 9 tiger reserves and 

Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve is one among them. Now there are around 47 tiger reserves. 

When these 9 tiger reserves were notified led to protection of tiger and also enhances  
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Connectivity with other forests. Mr. Sahu shared one incidence where tiger demonstrated 

migration of about 300 km from their territory and unfortunately met with an accidents when hit 

by train in Kota and other incident where tiger migrated to Bundi from Ranthambhore, these 

incidents infer that tiger knows the connectivity to the nearby areas which is known as the 

wildlife corridors. Protection of wildlife corridors is the main concern and Policies are needed 

so corridors can be identified not only forest area but also include valleys, and agriculture land. 

Now tigers are making a comeback and the protection of tiger is successfully undergoing. 

Some initiatives can further add to the protection of tigers: increase in tiger habitat to approx. 

1700km, proper distribution of the landscape and monitoring of scattered population, relocation 

of villages to other areas, away from wildlife areas. Government has also asked the people for 

voluntary relocation opting them for better lifestyle, it was first done in 1976 by convincing the 

people for better lifestyle to other area, people living outside the forest area showed some 

manner for wildlife conservation and also provide employment to the residents: benefits come 

from tourism, benefits for the communities residing outside the park.  

Mr. Sahu delivered his experience as forest official and his achievements in the park. He also 

discussed the effects of tourism on the tiger reserve and its management challenges. His talk 

was depicting his power to authority and judgment which was very inspiring for the students. 

 

 DISCUSSION: 

Samantha from Clemson University asked Mr. Sahu if India has any policies like “conservation 

easement” as an alternative option to voluntary relocation. It’s where owners of the land 

adjacent to the park sign an agreement for life – to maintain the transition habitat as natural for 

the wildlife. This benefits the wildlife and provides an area for the people to feel like there is a 

buffer between their land and the park. It is helped managed by NGO’s who later, when the 

person decides to sell the land, they can buy the land and even donate it to become part of the 

park if the owner wishes. Mr. Sahu didn’t know of this type of system and suggested that to 

one benefit of the park that the money which comes from tourists now comes to forest officials. 

Before, there was no such policy, but now that funding is coming back to the park, so it can be 

used to make improvements. Owner of the forests land seeks strong legislation against it, and 

nobody considered as the owner of the forest land, law 1980. Implementation of law was not 

strong enough, the person who encroach land for long time that land is named to the same 

person who was encroaching it by the government. There was a judgment from SC in 1996, 

which granted total ban on diversion of forest land. Laws are meant for protection of forest but  
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pressure of population on natural landscape is much stronger, and also the rivers and valleys 

exist inside any protected area is not part of the forest landscape. 

Mr. Balendu Singh further enquired about land ceiling, which prevents people from owning 

land more than 50 sq. km. From the past 8 years, there was leverage on swamp, who are 

trying to get it under the national park from the past 19 years. It would be nice to have such a 

system as Samantha mentioned in India. 

A symbiosis student asked how Mr. Sahu felt about private ownership of wild animals. Ms. 

Anjana Gosain explains about the article 48A and article 51A of Wildlife Protection Act which 

says to protect the environment, wildlife, fauna, flora, and other pets like dogs and cats. Mr. 

Sahu later talks about the captivity being wrong as it losses the wilderness of the animal, 

mankind is harming the process of evolution in nature by encouraging captivity. 

Ms. Gosain concluded the proceedings of the day by thanking Mr. Sahu for participation and 

briefing the students with the real problems of the wildlife. Ms. Takako also thanked guests for 

the evening. 
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This morning also starts with the four hour safari to Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve from 6.00 

am to 10.00 am with a hope to cite the tiger but was not fortunate enough to track the majestic 

animal. 

 Photography session by Dr. Sandip Sharma  

Students attended the photography classes by Dr. Sandip Sharma who is famous for his 

wildlife photography. He arrived at the venue around 11:45 pm. Mrs. Anjana Gosain introduced 

Dr. Sandip Sharma and Mr. Balendu Singh.  And he shared his very first experience in 

Ranthambhore and explained how “Machhli”, tigress in the reserve amused him so much, as 

he clicked many of her photos and released the New Year calendar all dedicated to her. Dr. 

Sandip asked students to share their visit to national park. He further told students about the 

Jim Corbett National Park, famous for elephants, there are slushy muds at banks, and a male 

elephant commands other member of the herd to lead him while going back to their home in 

evening. Mr. Balendu Singh and Mrs. Anjana Gosain also shared their experience of first 

wildlife photography and citing of tiger.  

 

 

Dr. Sandip Sharma addressing the students with photography techniques 
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Dr, Sandip Sharma demonstrated the photography techniques to the students of Symbiosis 

Law School, Noida. He also narrate one incidents where tigress took approx. half an hour to 

come down from terrain to catch its prey, tigers have extreme sense of surrounding and sound. 

He also asked the students to show their shots of photography. Dr. Sharma explained the 

students the very basics and minor technicalities of photography so that they could understand 

the adjustments in a camera prior to taking photography. There is one thumb rule while clicking 

the pictures of nature: shutter speed is not less than size of the lens. He suggested the 

students to have patience for being a wildlife photographer since the animals will not 

necessarily be in an “auto” mode.Dr. Sharma explained the story behind each photo enclosed 

in the calendar: January – Photo taken from the gypsy and ‘Machhli’ was only 10km away, 

March – Photo is 5 years old  when ‘Machhli’ was about to kill huge sambhar, and tigress was 

just 2 km away, August  - Photo taken 6 yrs ago, ‘Machhli’ sitting on her favorite place, at the 

top most place in her territory, October – Reflective, December – ‘Machhli’ resting in the sunny 

winter afternoon waiting for its prey, position herself but the sambarh ran away. 

 ‘Machhli’ had even killed dozens of crocodile in her 19 yrs of life, killed first crocodile in 

summers of June 2000; it took around 40 minutes to kill that crocodile. 

.Later Dr. Sharma distributed calendar to Ishani and Abhishek, students from Symbiosis Law 

School, who clicked best photos during the safari trip. 

 

  

Dr. Sandip Sharma distributing ‘Machhli’ calendar to Ishani & Abhishek 
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 WILDLIFE OFFENCES AND INVESTIGATION- A Case Study by   

Ms. Anjana Gosain 

Ms Anjana Gosain at 12:30 pm, briefed the students about an Indian case study of 1970- 

Wildlife offences and investigation, in which she explained to the students about the offences 

which is considered as a criminal offense in the wild (in protected areas such as national 

parks, wildlife sanctuaries, tiger reserve, community reserves, and conservation reserves). 

This session proved to be highly useful for law students.Mrs. Gosain started with the very 

basic points about the law. Law is the way of life which has certain connection with the 

regulations. And from our childhood we got advice from our elders to don’t do this, don’t do 

that, so these ‘2 don’ts’ make ‘I would’. She further asked few students to volunteer to pick up 

the book, lying on the table. She asked: What attracts the book to its reader? Is the look or 

layout of the book, which suggest to the reader to select that particular book and next is it the 

content or objective of the book? Some students said the Tiger on the cover, and she said 

correct. As for the title, the book is ‘Wildlife Protection Act’ so consider the preamble of the 

book which suggests that the book contains laws for the protection of wildlife. Every book is 

divided into 4 parts: objects & reasons, definition, provisions and rules. Rules are substantial 

for provisions, detailing comes into provisions; definition denotes the exact meaning of the 

words used in the provisions. As hunting is meant only for animals, hunting an animal is an 

offence and also this include killing. Hunt is as per definition clause. Provision says it has to 

declare a prohibitory act, and the definition leads to progress under provision as it relates to 

the definition. Rules are outlined by the provisions and procedure denotes implementation of 

what is said in the provision. Acts are drafted but if it doesn’t include rules then there will be no 

procedure to implement them, making them useless. 

The Wildlife Protection Act was passed by the state assembly of the central government. 

Article 370 says if an offense is conducted in the state of Jammu & Kashmir, then only state 

act is applicable there. Hunting is declared as the wildlife offense for the first time in 1972 

under “Project Tiger” but the provisions came in 1980. Section 463 includes mischief of killing 

animal such as monkey, elephant, tiger, lion, etc., for a fine of Rs. 50 and Section 9 under 

Wildlife Protection Act includes ‘prohibition of hunting’. Animals covered for not hunting applies 

to particular listed species which is available within the country such as tigers, rhinos, 

leopards, tuskers, elephants, camel. Schedules made as per critical situation in 1972, were 

only revised once. Animals found as per their habitat, and hunting anywhere leads to offense 

but within the jurisdiction of declared act. The entire procedure is given by project act, and any 

kind of violation results in an offence. “Habitat” is a national park and statutory habitat of the 

scheduled animal. National Parks are bigger in areas as compared to wildlife sanctuary, and 

now National Parks are considered as Tiger Reserves.  
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 FIELD TRAINING 

In the afternoon session, for the review of the knowledge acquired by participants in the 
session by Mrs. Anjana Gosain, field training was organized at 2.30 pm onwards. All violations 
are recorded in the do’s and don’ts for the park and for entering into the reserve with prior 
permission granted by the Chief Wildlife Warden under the act and provision 29, 30, 31, 32, 
33, 50, 51. 
As per section 29, when entering the park, tourists are not allowed to get out of the vehicle. 
Higher officials, public officers, scientific researchers should take permission. Permit says 
whosoever enters the reserve should follow section 27 for entering to the park. Chief Wildlife 
Warden is the principal officer who implements the act. Rules are framed, and power is given 
to both the central and state government. There is a hierarchy of officers – Principle Chief 
Conservator of Forest (PCCF), Assistant. PCCF, one of them selects the CWW; and the 
reserve is managed by the Field Director. Villagers are prohibited to: encroach, carry a fire 
arm, graze cattle, cut woods, or disturb/remove/kill animal which is considered as a wildlife 
offense.  
 
 

 
Ms. Gosain briefing the students about the field training 

 
 
Hunting is an offence since 1972, killing, poisoning, trapping, destroying eggs, or any attempt 
to do so is considered as a wildlife offense. 
Minimum punishment for wildlife offence is imprisonment of 3 yrs and maximum is for 7 yrs 
and fine can run upto 5 lacs INR. 
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According to section 5, the maximum punishment for conducting offence for schedule 1 
animals is Rs. 10,000 and can run upto 2 lacs, and if conducting an offence for the second 
time by killing an animal, the fine can then run upto 50 lacs. No exemptions are provided to the 
tourists to National Park or guides. Rules are equally applicable to both guides as well as 
tourists, and to all the occupants of the vehicle. 
 

ENACTMENT OF MOCK CASE (started from 3:00pm onwards) 

Students were divided into two groups; each group includes atleast 7 students both from the 
Symbiosis Law School and Clemson University. Mrs. Gosain briefed about the situation of the 
mock case which was enacted in the lawn of Hotel Siddhi Vinayak. 
 
Group 1 enacted the situation where a man lighted cigarette in the reserve and another man 
played loud music inside the park; both of them were in the same gypsy. The driver asked 
them to refrain from their bad behavior when the forest guards caught them.   
Things to be seized are cigarette buds, lighter, phone. 
Cases can be registered against the smoker but not to the guy who played music. 
Mrs. Gosain explained to the students about filling the site plan form, which is done first, then 
the seizure form is filled to seize the sample, and no arrest is made before the investigation. 
The offender can be asked to come for questioning. For playing music, a fine is charged and 
bond is signed for creating nuisance.  
 

 
Ms. Gosain asking question to the offender during the field training 

 
 

Group 2 enacted an incident where a man forcefully asked the driver to go to a zone by giving 
a bribe and when denied, another man took out his Kirpan. 
 The facts of the case: Zone allotment is done by FD prior to safari and going to other zone is 
considered as offence, and carrying any kind of arm and giving bribe, is a punishable offence. 
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Ms. Gosain guiding the students about filling up the forms 

 
Possession of carrying arms is a serious offence for criminal intimidation, and the Kirpan was 
seized. Witnesses where questioned and the statement of driver was recorded, the guide 
accused of taking bribes, and the money shall also seized to note the fingerprints on the bills. 
The case of bribes will be prosecuted. 
The session closed by 5:00pm. Students from Symbiosis Law School, Noida and Clemson 
University, USA participated in this mock case, and enthusiastically participated in this mock 
drill. The two schools then enjoyed a nice tea break where they could interact informally and 
get to know each other. 
 

 VOTE OF THANKS 

 
Mrs. Anjana Gosain briefed about the 1st event of SAVE THE ROAR and extends heartiest 
thanks to the Clemson University and presented “Machhli” calendar to Dr. David Tonkyn, Mr. 
Madhuker Sharma, Mrs. Sushma Marwah, Mr. Pradeep Desodya, and Mrs. Takako Sato. 
Later, Mr. Louis Bregger distributed participant’s certificates to the Clemson students and Mr. 
Madhuker Sharma also distributed certificates to the students of Symbiosis Law School. Vote 
of thanks is also delivered by Dr. David Tonkyn, who had been coming to India since 2004 and 
thought Project Tiger was globally significant and inspiring project. He explained the history of 
how in 1997, Mrs. Takako started Tigers for Tigers (T4T) at Clemson University, South 
Carolina. In 2006 she then came in India to learn about how to protect the endangered species 
of Indian forests, and in 2012, they could see the National T4T Coalition get its start. Then 
Clemson University contributed 500$ to Tiger Trust.  
In the end, volunteer from Symbiosis Law School, Ms. Shalini Nair delivered the vote of thanks 
to all the guests who spared their valuable time for the campaign, organized by Tiger Trust. 
They also appreciated different activities carried out by the students and thanked the Tiger 
Trust for conducting the field training which help them to practically dealt with the situation. 
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 Based on the analysis of the feedback form- 

1. Did you enjoy the safari? 

 

 Safari proved to be very exciting, students enjoyed a lot, some of the students visited 
National Park for the first time and many of the students have earlier experience of the 
wildlife, fortunately the students was able to see the Tigress and the cubs. For some 
students it was an enthralling experience to see this majestic animal in its natural 
habitat even though, for some, it was only for few seconds that they could see the 
tiger. 

 
2. Did you find the interactive session with the frontline forest staff during this 
programme? 
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 Interaction with the women forest guards proved to be very informative. Students 
found this session to be time well spent and were able to get first hand information 
about the management of the forest. Students found this session to be highly 
interactive and cooperative as the women forest guards were patiently answering the 
question asked by the students. Students were able to get a lot of knowledge, and 
found this session to be inspiring and enriching with abundant knowledge, and students 
were able to get aware about the day to day issues faced by these women forest 
guards and this reflects their commendable efficiency. 

 
3. Did you enjoy the interaction with students of Clemson University? 
 

 
 

 Students enjoyed the international interactive conversation and were delighted to know 
people from different place bonded by a common protection of wildlife. They were 
hoping to have more time for interaction so that they could talk more on various issues 
before jumping into the debate. 

 
4. How did you find the field training? Was it good learning experience? 
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 Field training proved to be very useful for the law students and helped them to read, 
learn and understand the Wildlife Protection Act but there was little chaos because of 
the lack of proper coordination during the mock case enactment. Students found it 
interesting but wanted more of provisions and more elaboration of the field study. 
Making smaller groups should make it more interactive and people can get more out of 
it. 
 

5. How do you think we can make this workshop more interactive/effective? 
 

 Students found this workshop to be highly effective, but students require more time of 
break between the safaris and the sessions and wanted topics to be more relevant. 
Students’ wanted this workshop to include participants from many more colleges in 
order to have more interactions from students in various fields. A field training inside 
the forest area with the forest officials would offer a stronger background of the field 
study. Students want more practical application in the workshop and more of interactive 
sessions. 
 

6. Would you like to contribute towards the conservation of tigers and their natural 
habitat in future with the Tiger Trust? 
  

   After attending this workshop students were able to develop a genuine love for wildlife 
and nature and deep sense concern for its conservation purpose. Some students found 
this workshop to be contingent in their future aspects. 
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 SCHEDULE OF THE PROGRAM  
SAVE THE ROAR 

SCHEDULE FOR RANTHAMBHORE NATURE CAMP 

Hotel Siddhi Vinayak 

20th MARCH 2015 -  FRIDAY 

Arrival at Sawai Madhopur by Jan Shatabdi 06.00 pm 

Pickup by Canters From Railway Station  to Hotel Siddhivinayak 06.30 pm 

Dinner 07.15 pm - 08.00 pm 

Orientation of nature camp by Ms. Anjana Gosain (Chief Functionary 
Officer) & Talk by Ms. Takako Sato (Conservationist and Activist in 
Environment from Japan) and interaction 

08.15 pm - 09.30 pm 

21st MARCH 2015 - SATURDAY 

Wake up call 05.00 am 

Morning Safari 06.00 am - 09.30 am 

Breakfast 10.00 am - 10:30 am 

Presentation by Student’s of Symbiosis Law College on Population of 
Tigers in India 

11.30 am – 11.45 am 

Presentation by Student’s Clemson University on their Selected Topic 11.45 am – 12.00 pm 

Talk by Ms. Shubha Thakur on Sanitation and Environment 12.00 pm – 12.15 pm 

Interaction with women forest guards 

Lunch 

Visit to Ranthambhore Fort by canters 

12:15pm – 1:30pm 

1:30pm – 2:30pm 

04.00 pm - 06.00 pm 

Tea and Snacks 06.30 pm - 07.00 pm 

Talk by Mr. Balendu Singh, former Honorary Chief Wildlife Warden 

Talk by Mr. Y.K. Sahu, Conservator of Forest and Field Director 

(Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve) 

7:00pm – 07:30pm 

07.30 pm - 08.00 pm 

Interaction by Students with the Speaker 08.00 pm – 8.30 pm 

Dinner 08.30 pm onwards 

22nd MARCH 2015 - SUNDAY 

Wake up call 05.00 am 

Morning Safari 06.00 am – 09.30 am 

Breakfast 09.30 am -11:15 am 

Photography session by Dr. Sandip Sharma 

Wildlife offences and Investigation – A Case Study by Mr. Pradeep 

Desodya 

11:15am – 12:30pm 

12.30 pm – 02.00 pm 

Lunch 02.00 pm – 02.30 pm 

Field Training  02.15 pm – 04.45 pm 

Tea Break 04: 45 pm – 05.15 pm 

Conclusion and discussion by students, interaction between student’s 

of Symbiosis Law College with Clemson University Student’s  

05.15 pm – 6.00 pm 

Vote of Thanks 6.00 pm – 7.00 pm 
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 LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

List of Guests, team members and teachers: 

 Mr. Y.K. Sahu, Conservator of Forest and Field Director 

 Mr. Balendu Singh, Former Wildlife Warden 

 Dr. Sandip Sharma, Wildlife Photographer 

 Mrs. Anjana Gosain, Chief Functionary Officer, Tiger Trust 

 Mrs. Shubha Thakur, Advocate 

 Dr. David W. Tonkyn, Professor, Clemson University, USA 

 Mr. Louis Bregger 

 Ms. Takako Sato, Consultant, Tiger Trust 

 Dr. Madhuker Sharma, Professor, Symbiosis Law School, Noida 

 Mr. Pradeep Desodya, Advocate 

 Mr. Niranjan Singh, Local coordinator, Rajasthan 

 

Students of Symbiosis Law School, Noida: 

1. Aayushi Gupta 

2. Astha Garg 

3. Abhilash Sagar 

4. Abhishek Mathur 

5. Aditya Arun Kumar 

6. Aditya R.  

7. Akshay Paruthi 

8. Akshita Saxena 
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